IQ150HE-CF SPEC DRAWING

IQ150HE-CF
COOLING CAPACITY: 83.3 WATTS/°F
MAXIMUM AMPS: 2.29 @48VDC
MAXIMUM AMPS: 4.87 @230V/60HZ
MAXIMUM AMPS: 9.33 @120V/60HZ
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMP: 131 °F / 55 °C
WEIGHT: 77LBS [35KG]
GASKET VIEW

*IMPORTANT*
GASKET MUST BE APPLIED AS SHOWN FOR PROPER OPERATION AND TO MAINTAIN NEMA INTEGRITY.

CUTOUT TEMPLATE

AMBIENT AIR EXHAUST

ICE QUBE, INC.

DESCRIPTION
SPEC DRAWING, IQ150HE-CF

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED TOLERANCES
X 4.000
XXX 2.515
FRACTIONAL ANGULAR ±1/4 ±1/2

SURFACE FINISH 63

PART NUMBER
N/A

MATERIAL
N/A

EST WT.
lbs

USED ON
IQ150HE-CF
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